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This volume has two short stories and two extensive art galleries. The first story, 'Tribe of Titans', depicts the
internal conflict within an otherwise peaceful, prehistoric tribe of tiny, furry, yet powerful beings called 'cubsters'. Hairy
Harry is less cute, clever, and lovable than the other cubsters, and his creativity and approach to things is unorthodox to
say the least. But he's tolerated and accepted by these seemingly enlightened beings. However, when their peace is
threatened by a catastrophic war between titans from outer space, they soon see Harry's true value and purpose...

 The first gallery, "Cubsters and friends', precedes the opening story. These black and white pencil illustrations
depict the Cubsters, adrogynous, anthromorphic creatures, taking a compassionate approach to life's challenges,
including supernatural threats.

 The 2nd story, 'Vengeful compassion', is about two students of spirituality, a man and woman rejected by
society (  who are especially scarred by racism ). They struggle to learn the ultimate lesson, which is to forgive the very
masses that hurt them so. But they soon understand the necessity of compassion when the hellish, corrosive, self-
destructive nature of a competitive, social Darwinist world is revealed in its rawest, ugliest form.

 The 2nd gallery is a collection of miscellaneous, fantasy-themed conceptual illustrations.

 INTRO TO MY UNORTHODOX AESTHETIC ‘RADICAL COLLABORATION’ AND ‘NECES-
SARY QUACKERY’

RADICAL COLLABORATION: THE METHOD TO THE MADNESS OF MY INCONSISTENT, YET 'PROGRESSIVE'
TECHNICAL EXECUTION

 I use a raw, experimental approach with my art and writing, which varies in between perfection and
imperfection. I'm not overly-concerned with 'producing' something super-smooth and polished, since my aesthetic
seeks to resolve another of life's most overlooked, yet crucial paradoxes: the inability to work with extremes/opposites
in a more complimentary manner, whether it be the superior and inferior supporting each other, the strong and weak,
intelligent and 'stupid', 'perfect' and 'imperfect', and the rest.

 For instance, sometimes I write like a high-minded pro( creating  lucid, straightforward stories) other times I
write amatuerishly( with grammatical or continuity errors ) - same with my art. But I argue that this approach is a
statement in itself, a radical collaboration between the high and low, pro and amatuer, master and student, genius and
dummy. This can motivate people of different fields and backgrounds to focus on their many commonalities, not petty
differences .

 The inability to work with potentially complimentary opposites leads to a plethora of 'isms, or discriminations
against persons with unique ways of learning from  and contributing to a diverse info pool.  We are all evolutionary
opportunities, not pawns to be placed in caste systems and pecking orders. It doesn't matter where we came from, or
where we're at, rather, what's crucial is where we are going by working with whatever's at hand. Thus, I express broad
ideas through my limited abilities - which is an act of defiance in itself. This shows that reality's truths and gifts depends
upon your compassionate boldness and ability to see, not on academic degrees, pre-ordained genetic gifts, or on a
particular experience.

 So in this sense, if my work sucks, then its better that it sucks in a great way, as opposed to being great in a
sucky way. It's better to be mediocre in an exceptional way, than to be exceptional in a familiar way.  If you are the
worst, than be the best at that. I sense the ever-revealing vastness of the omni-spectrum, so immediate
structures/disciplines, and mediums are too constraining.



IMy approach can serve as a blueprint for multi-dimensional thinking( 'co-ordinating consciousness') which I think will be
the future mindset. In conclusion, my aesthetic is 'primitive/advanced', and meekly powerful; you need a simple means
to channel the most powerful forces, otherwise things burn themselves out. I hope this approach will stimulate people
to outgrow this system of high-tech primitivism - where we have great technologies, information, and networks, but
have yet to outgrow many bestial impulses( dog-eat-dog competition, bias, alienation, judgemental mindsents.

'NECESSARY QUACKERY''

 My philosophy can be termed, 'necessary quackery', in the respect that my speculations, whether
accurate/right, or wrong, stimulates the informational pool from unexpected depths, rather than( just) consoli-
dating knowledge in a cold, calculating, cautious manner.  In this sense, its better to be wrong, while on the
right path, than to be right on a wrong, or misguided one. One's way for living a fulfilling, meaningful existence
is already set, it's just a matter of clearing away the debris of others' misguided attempts to find their way. The
more one sees the indirect relationship of everything( all things are magnetic pieces in a shuffling puzzle) one
will see more clues, and find indirect clues within the obvious clues. In this sense, there's no waste, nor victory,
loss, or failure. Thus I fail my way to success, and quit until the goal reaches me, since all paths intertwine on
various levels - especially to those who are open enough. Truth catches up to you, sooner or later, when you
cease chasing it. It's about asking the pre-answered questions, and pondering the pre-solved dilemmas, not
about projecting questionable answers onto overblown problems.

 In this post-modernist era of informational overload, disinformation, confusion, quick fixes, and revi-
sionism of outmoded systems, its misguided to decode and provoke antagonistic systems, or limit one's vista to
mere technical calculation. Even expert decoding and calculation  perpetuates systems to be self-preserving
This also leads to discriminating mindsets, which results in the demonization of potential allies(
e.g.,scapegoating, 'us against them' mentalities). All this drains our vital compassion.

 Necessary quackery is the next phase of problem solving. One's compassionate curiosity, creativity, and
sincerity resolves most dilemmas because it discourages exaggerated competition, and other self-devouring pat-
terns. This allows the problem to integrate into something greater, evolving into a possibility, hence becoming
its own solution. This approach may even resolve the paradoxes of pre-reality, which presently affect unseen
evolutionary processes. Many of these 'pre-dilemmas are really the ignored stimuli emanating from 'nothing-
ness': the neglected impulses necessary to living freely within the incalculable limits of evolving consciousness
.  We need to formulate freer structures( broader philosophies, languages, symbols, systems ) in order to shape
the all-welcoming, re-integrating portals the cosmos has sought even before its inception.













TRIBE OF TITANS/The bad cubster and the good cubster

by Ken Perez

The furry little cubsters were the first and perhaps last truly intelligent lifeforms on Earth. Though small, round, and soft,
they were quite musclebound - hardballs covered with fluff; cute and hard as coconuts, yet filled with warm fluids more
nourishing than milk or blood.

The first tribe of cubsters had achieved a level of peace and prosperity not known to even today's most enlightened
futurist visionaries.

 Paw-Pa was the biggest , 'wisest' and most beautiful of the cubsters. He entertained the tribe with his stories and awe-
inspiring works of art. The abstract patterns of his  spherical sculptures were woven with flowers, colorful rocks, sea
shells, branches, and other found objects. They resembled the wondrous star formations 'high in the skies beyond the
sky' - which could only be seen in the days preceding spiritual myopia, pollution and galactic imbalance.

'What's Pa-paw making now?', they'd ask in anticipation, and he never ceased to amaze them with works modeled after
an evolving nightsky/universe. But one cubster, Hairy Harry didn't share their enthusiasm. This was no coincidence
because the cubsters, though they never insulted or abused each other, treated certain members differently, those who
didn't talk, joke, play , or create in a way that they thought was good. Though they didn't ignore Harry, nobody talked
too long to him either.

 Harry had a plan, one which would allow him to be fully accepted by the tribe: he'd create sculptures - even
greater than Paw-pa's. He announced, "I invite you all to my show, at the hillside under the midnight moon. You'll see
the biggest, craziest objects, more wondrous than the grandest ocean or anything else in our paradise."

 The cubsters rolled their way up the smooth hill, not too steep, like cottonballs carried by the wind. But they
stared blankly at the clumped-up, hastily piled stones and foliage which Harry proudly pointed to. This heap resembled
the debris blown into a beach  by a tsunami or tyhoon.  But they still clapped their hands, saying, 'alot of work you put in
there, Harry' and 'very interesting'.  'Thanks for showing us', and 'keep it up'.

Suddenly, Paw-pa  shouted from a distance, 'come down everybody and see my new pieces!"  They  rolled down the hill
faster than they had climbed it.  Harry heard them praise, "Wow, Paw, this the best work you've done yet." And they
laughed as Paw told another of his feel-good stories about the coming wonders of the distant future.

 Harry continued to make art, and he always invited them, but they'd cancel at the last moment, saying, 'we have
more work to do than we thought', and so on. But they always found time to attend Paw's show... then Harry stopped
inviting them - and he disappeared...

 But the others hardly noticed because Paw always kept them busy and entertained.

 One morning Paw found two of his sculptures shattered to bits. How could  this happen? What animal could've
done this, he thought, or how could the winds be so strong; I tied these together with the toughest materials? Then
more sculptures, including his sturdiest and most intricate were disassembled like cardboard puzzles.  'This desecration
of our leader's sacred objects are deliberate - someone or something is doing this out of spite', speculated the cubsters.

"Perhaps, but I won't let 'em discourage our efforts. I promise to make such beautiful, strong, and elaborate sculptures
that not even lightning or fire can ruin them," declared Paw.



Paw kept his word and created totem poles carved with the features of the cubsters. They were as tall as trees. But the
mysterious vandal disassembled those obelisks also, leaving them in fragments like snapped branches. 'Whoever's doing
this must have great skills, but who can it be - there's no other being here more clever and skilled than you, Paw?"

"I'm the one who has ruined your precious items!," shouted a lumbering, portly shadow from behind the stump of one
of Paw's pieces. "Harry!?" You did all this - how can a cubster be so negative, so miserly, considering what we all have,
this great forest and ocean?"

"You think that Pa-Paw is so great , but I wanted to show you how weak his structures really are... nothing's too precious
that it can't be deconstructed.!"

"Oh Harry, you're so terrible-how could you - Paw worked so hard to make these for us? This is how you show your
appreciation?"

"I wish I felt so good to be  appreciative." Harry caused the cubsters to feel a kind of irritation that they weren't familiar
with. But it was not negative enough to make them disown him, or even curse him. However, they didn't have the
wisdom to understand his discontent, so they turned their backs, saying, 'see you at dinner, Harry. But if you're late
again, we'll leave some food for you as always.'

And Pa-Paw said, "You're not stopping me from creating, Harry. If you keep breaking my stuff, then I'll just make tougher
objects -so complicated that you won't know where to start."

"Go ahead, Paw, I'll make you quit yet, and you'll see that I'm just as good or better than you!"

In the following days, they went back and forth. Sometimes Paw created such meticulous, sturdy structures that Harry
would give up and retreat deep into the woods. But the next day he'd return, finding a way to disassemble the
sculpture, no matter if it was made of rock, metal, or gold. The cubsters watched on, commenting on how bad Harry
was, though they were convinced that he'd eventually see the error and futility of his ways and change.

 During their duel, they discovered dozens of precious minerals, fibers, and metals. Paw was amazed at the
variety of forms he created, which Harry pushed him to, while Harry actually created some aesthetically pleasing
structures  with his coiled piles of disassembled adornments and artifacts.  Then their duel was interrupted by a greater
one in the vast canyons beyond their level fields.  The cubsters noticed glowing objects hovering in the sky like hornets -
they also resembled some of Paw's silver, dagger-like sculptures. This swarm tormented another flock of giant iron birds.
The cubsters climbed the steepest hill and gazed in awe at the towering, bipedal, multi-armed beings in their bronze
costumes. They aimed flashing, torch-like rods at the vessels in the sky .

 With their unified telepathic aura, the cubsters understood that these titans were at war with each other. One
side called themselves 'gods' and they addressed the other side as 'extraterrestrials - yet the ETS called themselves gods,
and the other side aliens. The gods came from portals in the sky and the aliens came from the most remote stars. They
deciphered that much but the cubsters still couldn't understand why these giants were fighting. They became more
perplexed when they saw some of their beloved mountains and trees get crushed by comets fired from the floating
daggers that the aliens  rode on.  And the gods fired back comets of their own, which roared through the forests like
fiery  tsunamis.  'If these tribes are so advanced then why do they behave like animals fighting for a carcass?, wondered
the cubsters.

 "They're going to destroy everything if we don't act!" they cried. "But how do we stop giants, we're just
cubsters? "Their tools and machines are too much - they'll tear us to pieces, What do we do, Paw?"



"I think I can deflect their rays with my structures. They're multi-layered crystal-gold mirrors that can absorb and
redistribute any energy - I used them to harness the rays of the sun and  even other stars, to power our simple
technology. But there's too many of them, too many rays from all angles; it's like trying to dry up a thunderstorm."

"No!", yelled Harry. I see their weakness. Though their machines have many parts, and come from other worlds, they're
still made up of basic elements and substances. And their attack formations can be infiltrated and subdued, like locusts
caught in a rainstorm.  Paw, I'll show you their openings and weak points so that you can aim your deflecting rays!"

"Hmmm, you might be right, Harry. Let's give it a try, Cubsters!"

Under Harry's guidance, Paw aligned his sculptures in a way that the great, yet distant rays of the dieties were reduced
to mere flashes upon reaching the cubsters' circle of monuments, which acted as a television dial to switch around the
numerous channels -re-programming them as well. Their energetic tidal waves were reduced to puddles, which in turn
were 'splashed' back by the cubsters' devices, becoming gravitational whirlpools which drained their tsunamis at the
source, and the great aircraft of the gods and aliens  were swept up and smashed together.

In an attempt to target the source of this disturbance, the perplexed titans flew up higher in the skies, and some
charged down the hills. But the cubsters kept re-positioning the sculptures - to the point that Harry no longer needed to
guide them, nor did Paw have to show them what material to use. Each cubster saw the relevance and interdependence
of all materials, distances, and angles in their role of creating greater balance... This epiphany of harmony paved the way
for an even deeper one: they realized that Harry wasn't so bad, and that Paw -though he is good, wasn't too good. Good
and bad unbalance each other, which results in vicious cycles of chaos, while balancing out the positive and negative
enables one to coordinate the diverse options and possibilities for the sake of creating an-all supporting axis.. This
revelation also made the cubsters realize that not only could others' efforts be appreciated, but that they themselves
could contribute more if they allow others to be - which results in uncomprimising cooperation.

The warring titans gave up trying to identify, much less control the source of all this atmospheric turbulence. The
supreme beings retreated back to their worlds, saying to their superiors, 'the enviroment is too harsh to fight for, much
less colonize.

The cubsters cherished their victory, their stronger sense of unity since they appreciated Harry, they also apreciated
each other on a far greater level: they were all radiant, wise, beautiful, brilliant in their own way. But they mourned over
what they had lost: the precious trees, flowers, hills, and innocent animals. They meditated and prayed in such a manner
that all wishes and needs  were fulfilled, and all truamas healed ... they achieved this by simply, yet deeply asking
nature/the cosmos/god-change,  what can be done to prevent further tragedies, how can history unwind itself, not
repeat itself?

They heard the voice of every being, known and unknown, deceased and unborn;  all consciousness shared the same
thought patterns... all of history's horrors, truamas, crimes, wars, every success and failure was experienced by not only
the victims, but also by the perpetuaters, and accomplices. They felt each other's success and pain: rejection, loneliness,
and disappointment. Their compassion and empathy absorbed the agonies of the forgotten, and those who died
tragically were automatically reborn in greater bodies( since their fate was acknowledged/remembered)... no horror or
deed of evil was too great for the bottomless well of compassion; the greatest evil is no match for the greatest good, nor
the worst wound to the most pleasurable high. The guilty redeemed themselves by treating those who abused them the
way they would've liked to have been treated - which paradoxically allowed all evildoers to be forgiven by those they
hurt... This unified consciousness permeated even the nightmares and mental afflictions of every tormented mind, their
hellish visions and hopeless thoughts  were transformed into visions of divine inspiration.



This grand healing allowed the ruined lands of the cubsters to be restored - for the apocalyptic war between the tribe of
titans never happened. Now, even the gods and aliens conversed with the cubsters - the rest of the universe as well.
Everything they needed was there since the karmic implications and chaotic chain reactions of conflicting pasts, present
time periods and futures were resolved. This was truly the new beginning...



 VENGEFUL COMPASSION

The two students, a tall, frail  man, and a petite, but unattractive  girl  had trouble with their latest lesson: which was to
have compassion for the misguided masses. Besides being sensitive and peculiar, they were dark-skinned and Hispanic,
ostracized from even their own 'kind - so what 'ism' can apply to people beneath the bottom?

But  they understood that much of the pain and discrimination they had experienced stemmed from mainstream
society's projections of its own misery, So if the outwardly well-adjusted, cool, witty, and powerful folk were  really so
'positive', they wouldn't had elevated themselves in such a petty  way by keeping this meek pair down - directly or
indirectly with their implicit rejections. Yet this 'enlightened' pair still lacked that empowering insight, which would help
them see past the obstacles, truama, and pain.

 The man turned to his teacher, a master guru known as the 'Newborn'. He asked 'how can I identify with, much
less pity people who have the power to incinerate whole cities and persons with their weapons? And the girl added, 'I
feel so powerless before these strutting physical specimens; they just bull their way through in stores, streets,
everywhere... always throwing their weight around, even when they think that they're speaking to you politely.

'They're always insulting you, though they insist that they're  joking. I want to hold my own, gain their respect.  I want to
have snappy comebacks to their insults - I mean shouldn't you stand up to bullies?

The guru paused, then said, "I'm afraid I'm going to have to display their suffering in the rawest way. You envy their
seemingly great powers... well sit down and watch this video, it's the most hardcore you'll ever see. He switched on the
vast flatscreen hanging from the wall of the classroom. The opening footage showed the warmongers and military
scientists to be even more disfigured, maimed, and bloodied than their conquered enemies: their eyeballs sizzled on
frying pans, by flames too terrible to be contained in hell -  as a result, they saw certain persons and situations through
layers of puss and ooze. The warmongers were punished in ways too elaborate and sadistic even for the dark genius of
Satan - thus their ghastly wounds dehumanized them all the more - which is why they were driven by an inhuman need
to hurt others.

Some of them were White supremists and Nazis. Their cancerous hatred had long ago transformed them into white
maggots. They crawled out of the soiled white bandages on their bodies, which were disfigured by the corrosive effects
of their own racism. Some of them were white spit drying on the stained, faded white sidewalks - you could no longer
separate the grime from the crumbling concrete.  Others were white q-tips stuck in the dried ear-wax of their white-
diaper-faced forefathers and teachers - soiled, wrinkled diapers that should've been changed  eons ago, when they were
infants crying for help.

The tall man was taken aback,"This is what they're actually experiencing - I didn't realize they had so much self-torment
and anguish."

"Yes, said the Newborn. You shall see the eternal depths of spiritual death, the frustrations and pain of not being truly
empowered, and hence the need to spread an-all gnawing virus -  for spreading it gives them temporary relief, but the
cancer still resides deep within, ready to corrupt another area."

The girl saw some souls impaled on spiky devices far more insidious than the animal traps that disturbed her so, during
her days of animal rights activism . She also understood why she failed to reach the smug supporters of such things: The
spikes of greed were so deeply imbedded in their flesh, that questioning their endeavors would mean pulling out the
blades - far more agonizing than being penetrated by them.



The smirk on the face of a wise-ass was really the scribbly, pubic hair-strand of a monkey. The dried, bleached hair of a
snobbish, middle-aged woman was a toilet bowl brush - too worn and strained to wipe shit and piss stains. And when an
immacutely-dressed, clean-cut perfectionist boss turned, He stumbled out of his center, and came apart , from head-to-
toe,in neat pieces, like a roll of sushi.

The students were empowered after witnessing these horrors , among others. This negative,bacterial consciousness
seemed so omnipotent and awesome, but it was indeed nothing compared to the vastness of the human spirit. More
importantly,  the masses seemed more human now, more vulnerable, struggling with unseen parasites. Was it entirely
their fault?

The students returned to the bustling city. They walked tall and proud, as if supported by a higher truth in the heavens..
The onrushing, stern-featured souls they came across took notice, and slowed down, walking in a way that conveyed a
most grounded form of respect, not resentment.
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IINTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:

 These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.

What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can  co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.

I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic  of realities.

 My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.

There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality.  Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and  prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).

Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).

This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...


